Learning Matters

'An Eye on the Classroom Wall'

Curriculum News Term 1

Key Inquiry Learning Question:

How can I give my best to my learning community?

This term students will be exploring the following questions through Inquiry Learning:

**P/1**

How can I be a good learner?
How can I be a good friend to others?

**Year 2/3**

What are my talents and challenges?
How do I work well within a group?
Why is important to work cooperatively in a group?
Why do we need to recognise others talents/contributions?
What are the benefits of learning differently or having others who learn differently within the classroom?

**Year 4/5**

What are the traits of an effective learner?
What are the habits of the mind and how do they help me be an effective learner?
How does self-reflection, feedback and setting goals improve my learning?
What are my strengths and challenges as a learner?
What is my learning style?

**Year 5/6**
What are the traits of an effective learner?

What are my strengths and challenges as a learner?

What are the different learning styles and what is my preferred learning style?

What strategies will help to improve my learning?
(reflecting, feedback and goal setting)

Why is risk taking and being persistent important to my learning?

Want to discover more about what your child is learning at school?

Check out our Home / Communication Section on the School Website